A Million Dollars For Chiropractic Colleges
By Dr. L. V. Rowe
The accreditation of our colleges is a
dream come true for most of us •· and a
dream long over due in being realized. But
accreditation has brought additional problems and added financial strain as the
institutions update their facilities, expand
their faculties and raise the salaries of
administrators and instructors.
After 27 years of practicing chiropractic, I
feel that big things are just beginning to
happen in the profession. But getting the
job done -- keeping our institutions alive
and thriving -- is going to require a gigantic
effort on the part of all of us who are in the
profession. In the past, contributions on
the part of practitioners
have been a
survival kit. For the future, this will not
begin to be enough. There are many good
fund-raising programs now in operation,
but it is still going to take each of us doing
our part to develop and maintain the kind
of colleges we can all be proud of.
I have an idea which has the potential for
producing one million dollars for the
chiropractic colleges, while al the same
time providing practitioners with a product
which benefits their patients and expands
their practices.
The Rowe Reflex-0-Sage is an innovative
hand and fool roller which sells itself at a
retail price of $11.95. Chiropractors who
try it in their offices immediately recognize
its therapeutic value. And they find that
when they give patients an opportunity to
try ii for themselves, patients respond with
enthusiasm. As a result of books and
magazine articles, thousands of lay people
are familiar with the idea of foot reflexology, and they are eager to try the Rowe
Reflex-0-Sage when ii is made available.
Any doctor can easily evaluate the therapeutic value of the Reflex-0-Sage
by
making pre- and post-tests of the Psoas,
the abductor muscles of the thigh, and the
neck flexors. Tests will reveal that five
minutes use of the Reflex-0-Sage will
strengthen the muscles. Prescribed use of
the Reflex-0-Sage for home rehabilitation
will cause adjustments to hold better and
speed up stabilization.
Now, how does the idea benefit the
colleges? Every Reflex-0-Sage sold throuth your office can put $3 into the college
of your choice. All we ask is that you
display it in your office and permit your
secretary of receptionist to assist patients
in completing the purchase order.
The procedure for becoming a part of the
$1,000,000 college fund-raising club is as
follows:
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[1) The doctor will purchase one Rowe
Reflex-0-Sage at wholesale cost [$7 .95)
for his own personal use and evaluation.
[We realize that no doctor would want to
recommend a product until he has seen for
himself what ii can do.)
[2) The doctor must be willing to display
the Rowe Reflex-0-Sage in his office's
reception room, making it accessible to
his patients and giving them a chance to
demonstrate its therapeutic value.
(3) We furnish the demonstrator display
with ample supply of brochures and
purchase order materials with complete
details on how to proceed.
[4) Special 4-copy order pads are provided.
They provide a space for the purchaser's
information, the name of your clinic or
office and the college you wish to
contribute the $3 to. The purchaser keeps
copy number 1; your office maintains copy
2 on file. Copies number 3 and 4 are mailed
to Rowe Reflex-0-Sage, along with a
check for $11.95 [Arkansas residents add
3% sales tax]. When we receive the order,
we ship the Reflex-0-Sage direct to the
patient. At the end of each month,
Reflex-0-Sage will mail the $3 fees to each
Chiropractic College designated, along
with a copy of the order showing the
names of the doctors making the contributions.
This 4-way check on the sales assures you
of proper and honest handling of funds. In
addition, I will be bonded by Lloyds of
London, and an accounting of all money
paid to the colleges will be published
monthly in our professional journals.
I am not suggesting that doctors or the
colleges endorse this product. As the
brochure points out, Rowe Reflex-0-Sage
was designed for massage therapy or
sub-clinical
conditions.
We make no
clinical claims that would take away from
your professional image. Nor is ii contrary
to F. D. A. regulations. Rowe Reflex-Osage is responsible for all contents of the
brochure.
I do feel that you will find that the product
sells itself, and that it is a good public
relations tool. Many patients tell their
friends and family members where to get
one, and often those friends and relatives
become patients themselves. I had such an
experience during my market research; one
sale netted over $1500 worth of chiropractic care.
My market research revealed that 5-10
patients per month will purchase the
Reflex-0-Sage through the doctor's receptionist or other personnel on the basis of

the information in the brochure, without
consulting the doctor's opinion. If 5,000 or
6,000 chiropractors
participated in the
program and averaged 5 sales per month,
the $3 contributions
would net the
colleges a million dollars annually. And ii
would not cost the doctors one dime!
The project is now in its embryonic stages,
and ii will not develop without your help.
The Rowe Reflex-0-Sage is a reality. I have
the source of supply, manufacturing,
packaging, brochures, and displays to put
the plan to work. I have invested several
thousand dollars on the idea, tailoring ii
specifically for fund-raising because I have
faith that you too will join me in this
fund-raising program for our colleges.
We have all been subjected to selling other
products such as pillows, arch supports,
car seat back rests, mattresses, and other
items that do not offer any more therapeutic value than the Reflex-0-Sage - and
they certainly do not raise as much
revenue for a cause as worthy as our
chiropractic colleges. This is my way of
contributing to the colleges. I hope you
will make it yours.
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Dear Patient:
We thought you would like to know, Rowe-Reflex-0-Sage has made special arrangements with
your doctor and hundreds of other chiropractic physicians like him throughout these United States
making the Rowe Reflex-0-Sage available to you for your purchasing convenience on a mail order
drop-ship basis. Your doctor's receptionist or assistant will be happy to assist in writing your
Reflex-0-Sage order for you.
We thought you would also like to know, all commissions your doctor receives through Rowe
Reflex-0-Sage safes transactions, he donates to chiropractic colleges to help further research and
educate more chiropractic students, maintaining the high quality of health standards to humanity.
When you purchase your Reflex-0-Sage you not only get a fine home therapy product that can
benefit every member of· your family; you too, become a contributor to a most worthy cause.
We just thought you would like to know .
EXCLUSIVE."
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Introducing to the Profession
THE ROWE REFLEX-0-SAGE $1,000.000 CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE FUND RA ISING CLUB
NO-SELLING. NO-STOCK HANDLING: JUST PRESCRIBING & COLLECTING: WE SHIP DIRECT
DONATE YOUR $3.00 COMMISSION TO THE COLLEGE OF YOUR CHOICE. DR. IT WON 'T COST
YOU A DIME
The ROWE REFLEX-0-SAGE HAND
AND FOOT ROLLER

Healthful, Stimulating and Invigorating
The REFLEX-0-SAGE
HAND & FOOT
ROLLER is a new health Innovation developed and. researched by Dr. Lowell
Rowe of Hot Srinp,
Arkan•a•.
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REFLEX-0-SAGE
will be worth many
time• its cost in relief to your tlntd, aching f .. t
, and hand•. It i• designed to massage the tender
Reflex and Acupuncture
Points Indicated
in the
chart. Relieves nervous tension,
helpa reduce joint
fixation• ••• increasea flexion and extension in toes and
finaers • • • Relieves arthritic and neuritic-like
pains • • •
Helpa increase blood circulation
• • • lymphatic systam ...
tonn
and balances muscln
• • • relieves tight ligaments in
your hand• and feet • • • reduces muscle cramps in lap and
feet ••• It'• just like having your own Reflexologist
at your disposal at all timn.
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ROWEREFLEX-0-SAGE
1605CENTRAL
AVE.,HOTSPRINGS,
ARK.71901

REFLEX-O-SAGE
A TWOYEAR
MARKET ROWE
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THERAPEUTIC
SCOPE
SURVEY
IN
$1,000,000
COLLEGE
was designed
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It
1. The doctor must
to display the
Rowe Reflex-0-Sage In his office 's reception room, making it accessible to his patients & giving them a chance to self demo~
strate It's therapeutic value.

2. He must purchsse 1 Rowe Reflex-0-Sage at
wholesale cost - $7 .95 for his own personal
use&evatuatlon; without knowing the therpeutic value he certainly could not honestly
prescribe or recommend It.
3. When ordering his personal Rowe Rellex-0Sage he must express his Interest to participate .
4. We furnish free the demonstrator display
with ample supply of brochures & purchase
order material with complete detail In how
to proceed.

ROWE REFLEX-0-SAGE
501-624-1811

Rowe Reflex-0-Sage
and developed for sub-clinical conditions related to
the feel and hands and Is a specific massage
therapy for the Reflex and Acupuncture points.

Offices & Clinics seeing 15 to 25 patients per
day cannot keep from writing 5 to 10 purchsse
orders per month when Rowe Relex-0-Sage's
display is accessible to all patients.

is a people product, anyone and everyone
can derive benefits from its use. Hundreds of
thousands of lay people know about Reflexology, which make the Rowe Reflex-0-Sage a
popular seller .

When prescribed tor home rahabilitatlve
therapy 9 out of 1O palients will accept and be
grateful to the doctor for his concern.

Doctors, Join the One MIiiion Dollar Club
today! The biggest and greatest college fund
raising way ever!

WRITE;
$1,000,000
ANNUALLY FORMOREINFORMATION
One.mllllon dollar annual calculation for our
colleges wss based on 5 to 6 thousand doctors
participating . Writing an average of 5 sales per
month at $3.00 each will net our colleges One
Million Dollars annually. Think what it could be
If 100% would foln the club. As fore slated, ii
will not cost any doctor one dime - the P•
ttents are the real contributors.

ROWE
REFLEX-0-SAGE
1605CentralAve
Hot Springs,
Arkansas
71901

The REFLEX-O-SAGE
HAND & FOOT
ROLLER
is a new health innovation
developed and researched
by Dr. Lowell V.
Rowe of Hot Srings, Arkansas.
!!/our
REFLEX-O-SAGE
will be worth
many
times its cost in relief to your tired, aching feet
and hands. It is designed
to massage the tender
Reflex
and Acupuncture
Points
indicated
in the
chart.
Relieves
nervous
tension,
helps reduce
joint
fixations
... increases flexion and extension
in toes and
fingers
...
Relieves arthritic
and neuritic-like
pains .. .
Helps increase blood circulation
...
lymphatic
system .. .
tones and balances
muscles
. . . relieves tight ligaments
in
your hands and feet . . . reduces
muscle
cramps
in legs and
feet ...
It's just like having your own Reflexologist
at your disposal
at all times.

Are You Tired?
D,o Your Feet &
Hands Hurt?
Suffer no more .
Reflex-0-Sage
Registered Trademarl< • made from the hardwoods
is the answer.
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Instructions for Using Your REFLEX-O-SAGE
At first your new foot REFLEX-O-SAGE
unit will be a little stiff.
Work the unit back and forth a few times, until rollers work freely.
Use the REFLEX-0-SAGE
in the morning · and anytime throughout
the day. It is especially beneficial to use the REFLEX-0-SAGE
before retiring at night, when your feet will have a long rest,
unencumber!d
by restric _tive shoes.

Using a gentle but firm pressure, slowly
roll foot forward until heel drops in between
the two rollers. For best results place
REFL EX-0-SAGE on carpet or r11g surface.

Use REFLEX-0-SAGE in a sitting or stand·
ing position, depending on how much pressure is desired. Use only enough pressure to
insure comfort.

Roll foot backwards, with same slow motion
until toes drop between the rollers. ,Three
or four minutes should be sufficient. Over
a period of time, you may gradually increase the time and assert more pressure.
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(REFLEXOLOGY)
Early man was a good deal healthier
than modern man.
He survived the perils and elements
of a hostile world without the helps that modern
man enjoys. Early man had very
little protective
covering
for his body. Experts in the field of
"Reflexology"
claim one reason early man was so much
healthier
was because he went barefoot
as nature intended,
thus constantly
receiving
a natural stimulation
and massage
to the electrical
impulses
in the soles of his feet.
Modern man has encased his feet in protective
shoes.
No longer do his feet come in contact
with small pebbles
and stones, providing
a natural massage.
If he goes barefoot
at all, it is over soft carpet,
smooth
lawns and sidewalks.
His shoes not only protect the soles of his feet from stimulation, but often bind and constrict
his feet unnaturally,
for
hour after long hour.
Each of us is all too familiar
with the terrible
fatigue
that results from long hours on our feet ...
the legs ache,
the feet burn and cry out for release. What is the first inclination
when finally sitting down? Kick off the shoes! Rub
those sore feet!
With the REFLEX-O-SAGE,
you can easily and conveniently
give your feet the relaxing
massage
they have
been denied all day long.

REFLEX-0-SASE hand and foot massager
is designe d to massage the reflex point s for
the relief of t ired aching feet and hands .
HOWELL
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Doctor designed,
the REFLEX-O-SAGE
reaches all the
sore spots from toes to heel, providing
a tingling
and beneficial massage.
Many
doctors
are prescribing
the REFLEX-O-SAGE
t~ ~heir patients
for home rehabilitation
therapy
for subchnical problems.
Any clinical
or pathological
condition
you
may have, always consult
your doctor
first.
. Study the charts
...
follow the simple
directions
for
us1rig ~EFLEX-O-SAGE,
and find
relief
from
'shoppers
waitresses
fatigue
...
foot cramps.
Excellent
for nurses,
anyone who must spend long hours on his or her feet. So
compact,
you can take a REFLEX-O-SAGE
with you on the
job for a refreshing
foot massage
'break'.
Xour
REFLEX-O-SAGE
unit
is guaranteed
against
defective
parts and workmanship.
If returned
within twenty
(20) days after purchase,
it will be replaced
without
cost,
other than postage.
For more information
on the art of Reflexology,
obtain
a copy of the book, "Help Yourself
With Foot Reflexology"
by Mildred Carter,
Parker Publishing
Co., West Nyack, N.
Library
of Congress
Catalog
Card No. 7481784.
...
REFLEX-O-SAGE
is a
Mailing Address:
wonderful
gift for a relaDr. L. V. Rowe Clinic
tive or a friend
. . . Every
home
and office
should
1605 Central Avenue
have one.
Hot Springs, Ark. 71901

v'.

Regular
retail $11.95
(we pay shipping)

(501) 624-1891

REFLEX-0-SAGE improves the circulation
and lymph, improves tone and balances the
muscles and tendons in the hands and plantar
section of your feet.

